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Purpose
The purpose of this resource kit is to introduce school staff to National Child Day, the current theme of
‘A Child’s Right to Be Safe’ and to provide a quick and easy access kit of suggested ideas to bring this
day to life in classes and schools.

Overview
National Child Day is celebrated annually in Canada on November 20th in recognition of our country’s
commitment to upholding the rights of children. In 1959 Canada signed the Conventions on the Rights
of the Child (UNCRC) and in 1999, it was endorsed by Alberta. The UNCRC sets out the rights of
children with 54 articles that provide us with a solid road map of what is needed to raise healthy and
happy children and youth.

Awareness and Children’s Rights




Supporting children’s rights is a key factor in improving their quality of life. It reaffirms our hard
work and commitment to helping children reach their potential and advocating for change all
year long.
Children have less power in society. They are more often left disempowered in a country where
rights awareness is low.



Many children in Alberta and Canada live in poverty. Research indicates there is a need for
improvement, especially compared to other countries that have signed the UNCRC and have
fewer resources.



Poverty is the condition of a human being who is deprived of the resources, means, choices and
power necessary to acquire and maintain self-sufficiency and participate in society. Awareness
and advocacy play key roles in overcoming poverty.



Despite our abundant resources, many children and youth in Alberta face poverty, bullying,
discrimination, poor mental health and abuse. A community that promotes and invests in healthy
childhood development, free from these adversities, raises healthier and more engaged citizens.

Where can I learn more about the UN Rights of the Child?


http://www.unicef.org/rightsite/files/uncrcchilldfriendlylanguage.pdf | UN Rights of the Child
poster



http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/ncd-jne/index-eng.php | Public Health Agency of Canada: National
Child Day



http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/ncd-jne/guide-acti-eng.php | Public Health Agency of Canada:
Activity Kit
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Theme | A Child’s Right to Be Safe
When children experience safe, stable, and nurturing relationships, they develop the strength
necessary to cope with significant stressors or challenges. When they are placed in unsafe
environments that do not uphold these rights, children are at risk for toxic stress, hindered brain
development, and negative physical and mental health outcomes later in life.
At the core of respecting a child’s right to safety is their voice being heard, believed, and valued in their
community. Whether children and youth are at school, at home, on a sports team, with friends, or
online, fostering a safe community involves creating positive relationships with caring peers and adults.
We respect a child’s right to safety by:


being approachable;



listening to, and believing their concerns, and



advocating for safe spaces for them to learn, grow and play.

UN Rights of the Child
There are 54 Articles in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and they can be sorted under
4 basic pillars:
1. The rights to be safe
2. The rights to be healthy
3. The right to be heard
4. The rights to be yourself
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National Child Day Planning Ideas
What follows is a tiered set of activites and resources to get your class or school involved with National
Child Day, from fast and easy to more sophisticated. Feel free to alter, extend and create your own
tasks that connect students with curriculum and deeper understandings about the UN Rights of the
Child and the theme of A Child’s Right to Be Safe.

See it!


Read the Convention on the Rights of the Child (child friendly language version also available)
and distribute within your organization



Post the NCD verbiage on your website



Post pictures of your school in blue and hashtag it



Share your thoughts on National Child Day on Health Canada's website at
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hppb/english/e_splash.html.



Introduce your child to your place of work



Send a card to a child in honour of the day

Wear it!


Have your class or, better yet, your school wear blue to recognize National Child Day



Wear a NCD ribbon - take a picture wearing the ribbon and post it online with hashtag
#YYCNCD #YourOrganization/ #YYCNCD #YourOrganization/school/ #YYCNCD #Yourschool

Sing it!
Share a Song!
Music is a wonderful way for us to bond together – even when we can’t all hear it or make it, we can
share rhythms, movements and vibrations! It is a powerful tool for communication and social skills and
it’s also just a lot of fun! Learn a song about safety and share it with your class. Suggested songs:


Water Safety Video- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0v7Ref9CIE



Song Library: Safety Songs- http://www.songsforteaching.com/safetysongs.htm



Rhymes: Safety- http://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/stayingsafe/children/songsrhymes.html

Or try making one together! Teach a tune then substitute your own words.
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Discuss it!


Discuss the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. How do we experience these rights in
Canada? How can we as Canadians further support the Rights of a Child within Canada and
outside of Canada? Ideas? Actions?



Make a list of improvements you would like to see for children and youth living in your
community. You could begin by identifying factors in the community that could improve the
safety, health and well-being of children and youth. Discuss ways that institutions,
organizations and youth themselves can address these factors.



Explore ways to make your neighbourhood a safer place for children.



Share a book or story about being safe.

Make it!


Send a package of toys, clothes or books to children in need.



Create a newsletter on the rights of children and youth. Share your newsletter with the
community.



Make a “graffiti wall” that students can fill with messages of respect and kindness



Have each child trace their hands on a piece of 8.5 X 11 paper. On the top of the page have
them write the words: “I am a kind and caring kid(child/person).” Have each child write
something on each hand that they will do in the next week to show they are kind and caring. An
alternative would be to have the child write something they have already done that is kind and
caring on one of the hands and something they plan to do on the other hand.



Patchwork Quilt Each class receives a piece of felt and comes up with a picture or quote about
kindness, belonging, friendship, safety, etc. Stitch all of the squares into a large patchwork quilt
and display it in a prominent place.



Buddy Bench: Find a parent to build a bench or investigate having one donated from Windsor
Plywood, Rona, Home Depot, Timber Town, etc. This idea was started a few years ago and is
becoming very popular in elementary schools. If a child has no one to sit with, they simply sit on
the bench. All students are taught to keep an eye on the bench and to invite these kids in to
play. This teaches a sense of community, belonging and also helps children to become more
aware of their surroundings. Are there kids standing by wanting to join in? For more
information, visit: http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/winnipeg-school-debuts-buddy-bench-it-smore-than-a-bench-1.2008950.



INAC’s Teaching Resources for Indigenous arts, culture and heritage: https://www.aadncaandc.gc.ca/eng/1302868012055/1302868605384



Assembly of First Nations Digital Resources for Teachers– available through iTunes:
https://education.afn.ca/toolkit
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Action it!


Organize an essay contest on the Convention on the Rights of the Child in which students pick
a specific right and explain why that right is important to safety. Share essays in the school
paper or local community paper.



Organize and participate in a model parliamentary debate on a right or group of rights featured
in the Convention.



Check out childrenfirstcanada.com and join the #RaiseYourHand4Kids campaign.



Start “Recess Rovers” as a leadership activity. The Recess Rovers can act as peer mentors
carrying a fanny pack with Band-Aids®, ideas for starting games, cue cards to support problem
solving amongst peers and connecting students with teachers quickly.



Raise awareness for children’s issues by talking to local politicians.



Invite speakers from a children's rights organization to talk about their work in Canada or abroad
and how you can help make a difference.



Organize a National Child Day festival at your school. Set up booths with audio or visual
presentations on themes such as youth and the family, the participation rights of children and
youth, or healthy minds and healthy bodies.



Check out Unicef’s Bring an MLA to School initiative at: http://www.unicef.ca/en/ celebratenational-child-day



Organize a fundraiser to support activities for children.



A good way to get children talking about safety is to fill a bag with safety props, such as a toy
stop sign, a toy telephone, sunscreen, and a garbage bag. Take each object out one at a time
for discussion. You might ask, "Why do we need this?" "How does it help us?" "What can we do
with this object to keep us safe?" Children might say that they use the sunscreen to protect their
skin in the sun, the stop sign to keep cars from bumping into each other, the telephone to call
911 for help, and the garbage bag to pick up litter. Use this activity to get children talking about
safety. (Scholastic Canada)



Internet Safety: Learn Albertahttp://www.learnalberta.ca/Search.aspx?lang=en&search=internet+safety&grade=Grade+4&sub
ject=Health+and+Life+Skills



Canadian Red Cross Programs: The Red Cross offers a series of award-winning educational
programs for students in kindergarten to grade 12, designed to provide schools, educators and
youth-serving organizations with the programs and tools to help prevent violence and promote
safe environments.
o

BE SAFE (K- Gr.4): Promotes children’s personal safety by preventing abuse.

o

BEYOND THE HURT (Gr. 5- 10): Helps schools create safe and healthy environments
free of bullying and harassment.

o

HEALTHY YOUTH RELATIONSHIPS (Gr. 7- 12 ): Curriculum aligned lesson plans that
help teens gain the knowledge and skills to develop healthy relationships and prevent
dating violence. http://redcrosselearning.ca/PreRegister.php
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Read it!
Page 1 Calgary Public Library Booklist

—
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Page
Calgary Public Library Booklist
Read2 It!

—
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Read it!
Indigenous Books | “A Child’s Right to Be Safe”
Sweetest Kulu by Celina Kalluk and Alexandria Neonakis
A charming bedtime poem, Sweetest Kulu is about all of the gifts given to
a newborn from the animals of the Arctic, told from the lyrical perspective
of a mother speaking to her child — her "Kulu," an Inuktitut term of
endearment for babies and young children.
Infants/ Toddlers

The Mishomis Book by Edward Benton- Banai
Created for people of all cultures, but especially for Ojibway and Native
youth, The Mishomis Book is detailed introduction to Ojibway culture and
the sacred Midewiwin teachings. Parents will appreciate the message that
life should be centered on respect for all living things, vibrant community
and a respectful relationship with nature.
All Ages

When We Were Alone by David Alexander Robinson
This is a new one, and it’s one of many responses to the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission's 94 calls to action — one of which is to begin
education about the legacy of residential schools with children as early as
kindergarten. When We Were Alone is a story about a difficult time in
history, and merges exceptionally well into a story of empowerment and
strength.
K- grade 3

Hiawatha and the Peacemaker by Robbie Robertson and David Shannon
Strikingly illustrated and vibrantly told, Hiawatha and the Peacemaker
tells the story of Hiawatha, the legendary historical figure who helped
form the great Iroquois Nation.
Grades 4 and up
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Read it!
The Sheldon Kennedy Child Advocacy Centre | “A Child’s Right to Be Safe”

Title
I Can Play It Safe by Alison
Feigh
2008, Free Spirit Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-57542-285-5

About the Book
In a nonthreatening way, I Can Play it Safe engages young children
in conversation about their safety and helps them practice rules for
personal safety.
 Preschool, Kindergarten, Grade 1

That Uh-oh Feeling: A Story
about Touch
By Kathryn Cole
2016, Boost Child and Youth
Advocacy Centre
ISBN 978-1-927583-91-3
My Body Belongs to Me
Jill Starishevsky
2014, Free Spirit Publishing
ISBN: 978-1-57542-461-3
A Terrible Think Happened
Margaret M. Holmes
2000, Magination Press
ISBN 1-55798-642-8

When Claire’s soccer coach tickles her, it feels weird. The situation is
resolved when Claire decides to tell her secret, seeks help from
others and communicates her feelings.
 Kindergarten – grade 4

Should I Tell My Secret?
2011, Colette Sinnott
ISBN 978-0-9869238-0-7

Should I Tell My Secret? is an empowering story with clear
messages about friendship, a mother’s love and the importance of
talking to safe adults about uncomfortable touching.
 Kindergarten – Grade 3

My Mom Says: A Safety Book
for Kids
2000, Debra Middleton-Hope
ISBN 0-9687565-0-6
The Trouble with Uncle Kevin
Kevin Rivard
2007, Calgary Communities
Against Sexual Abuse
ISBN 978-0-9784860-0-6

Written by a former Calgary Police Officer, this book encourages
children and their families to make a personal safety plan.
 Preschool, Kindergarten, Grade 1

My Body Belongs to Me can help help start the sensitive
conversation about body boundaries, safety and telling a caring
adult.
 Preschool, Kindergarten, Grade 1
After witnessing something terrible, Sherman isn’t sure what to do.
Talking about it helps him deal with his anxiety and anger.
 Preschool, Kindergarten, Grade 1

Uncle Kevin seems like a great guy, until he touches Eric
inappropriately. Eric is upset and scared but finds the courage to tell
his teacher.
 Kindergarten - Grade 4
An interactive book created by students at Bishop Carrol Highschool.
Please follow the link provided to access the complete book on the
National Child Day website,
Who Are Your Champions
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Read It!
Dare to Care Booklist | “A Child’s Right to Be Safe”
Grade | K–3


The Hundred Dresses by Eleanor Estes and A Guide for Using The Hundred Dresses in the Classroom
by Cheryl Russell



Recess Queen by Alexis O’Neill



Just Kidding by Trudy Ludwig (boy issues)



My Secret Bully by Trudy Ludwig (girl issues)



Trouble Talk by Trudy Ludwig (rumours and gossip)



Sorry by Trudy Ludwig and any other Trudy Ludwig books



Tattlin’ Madeline by Carol Cummings



Don’t Laugh at Me by Steve Seskin



One by Kathryn Otoshi



Stand Up! by Lisa Roth and Karen Siris



The Juice Box Bully: Empowering Kids to Stand Up for Others by B. Sornson & M. Dismondy

Grade | K–6


My Secret Bully by Trudy Ludwig



Just Kidding by Trudy Ludwig



Trouble Talk by Trudy Ludwig



Don’t Laugh at Me by Steve Seskin (comes with a music DVD)



One by Kathryn Otos



The Hundred Dresses by Eleanor Estes (there is a classroom guide for this book by Cheryl Russell)

Grade | 4–6


Bullies Are a Pain in the Brain by Trevor Romain



Letters to a Bullied Girl: Messages of Healing and Hope by Olivia Gardner



Iggy’s House by Judy Blume



Odd Girl Speaks Out by Rachel Simmons



How to Stand Up for Yourself and Your Friends (American Girl Series)



Schooled by Gordon Korman (Gr. 6-8)



Confessions of a Former Bully by Trudy Ludwig



A Smart Girl’s guide to Friendship Troubles by American Girl Series
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Grade | 7–12


The Lottery by Beth Goobie (novel for Gr. 7-12)



Odd Girl Speaks Out by Rachel Simmons (Gr. 7-12)



Bullies Are a Pain in the Brain by Trevor Romain (Gr. 7-9)



The Cat’s Eye by Margaret Atwood (Gr. 9-12 novel)



Nineteen Minutes by Jodi Picoult (Gr. 9-12 novel)



Schooled by Gordon Korman (Gr. 7-9)



A Smart Girl’s Guide to Friendship (American Girl Series) (Gr. 7)



Thirteen Reasons Why by Jay Asher (Gr. 9-12)

Adults


Sticks and Stones: Defeating the Culture of Bullying and Rediscovering the Power of Character and
Empathy by Emily Bazelon (excellent updated information)



The Big Disconnect: Protecting Childhood and Family Relationships in the Digital Age by Catherine
Steiner-Adair



Perfect Targets: Asperger Syndrome and Bullying by Rebekah Heinrichs (great reading for parents or
teachers working to build children’s social competence)



Nobody Likes Me, Everybody Hates Me by Dr. Michele Borba (great reading for parents or teachers
working to build children’s social competence)



The Bully, The Bullied, and the Bystander by Barbara Coloroso



Cyber-Bullying: Issues and Solutions for the School, the Classroom, and Home by Shaheen Shariff



Girl Wars: 12 Strategies That Will End Female Bullying by Cheryl Dellasega



Queen Bees and Wannabes by Rosalind Wiseman



Odd Girl Out by Rachel Simmons



Real Boys: Rescuing our Sons from the Myths of Boyhood by Dr. William Pollack



Boys Adrift by Leonard Sax



Bullying at School: What We Know and What Can We Do by Dan Olweus



Bully Proofing Your School: Teacher’s Manual by Carla Garrity et al.



Little Girls Can be Mean by Michelle Anthony



Boys on Target: Raising Boys into Men of Courage and Compassion by Barry MacDonald



Smart Boys by Barbara Kerr and Sanford Cohn
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A special thank you to all of our partners who contributed to the creation of this
toolkit. For a full list of all the National Child Day partners, please visit
NationalChildDay.ca

